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D

uring its most turbulent and formative years of the twentieth century, Mexico
witnessed decades of political frustration, a major revolution, and two World Wars.
By the late 1900s, it emerged as a modernized nation, thrust into an ever-growing global
sphere. The revolutionary voices of Mexico’s people that echoed through time took root in
the arts and emerged as a collective force to bring about a new self-awareness and change
for their nation. Mexico’s most distinguished artists set out to challenge an overpowered
government, propagate social-political advancement, and reimagine a stronger, unified
national identity. Following in the footsteps of political printmaker José Guadalupe Posada
and the work of the Stridentist Movement, artists Leopoldo Méndez and Pablo O’Higgins
were among the founders who established two major art collectives in the 1930s: Liga
de Escritores y Artistas Revolucionarios (LEAR) and El Taller de Gráfica Popular (TGP). In
1946, artists of the TGP created twelve lithographs published in an album entitled Mexican
People for the Associated American Artists (AAA) gallery in New York City. After decades of
social strife, this publication represents the continuation of the TGP’s political agenda in
the aftermath of the Mexican Revolution. As the collective’s work gained the recognition of
foreign art circles, American art markets sought imagery of an idealized post-revolutionary
Mexico. In between American ideas of its southern neighbor and the politics of the TGP, the
album Mexican People presents a modernized Mexican identity represented by the labors of
its workers.
The Mexican Revolution ignited in response to the despotic rule of Porfirio Diáz.
Ruling between 1876 and 1911 in a time known as the Porfiriato, President Diáz drastically weakened state powers and local identities throughout Mexico by replacing internal
progress with foreign investment.1 With a lack of representative and effective suffrage, a
rebellion against Diáz’s regime developed across class lines in 1908 as the issue of another
election came to the public’s attention. The changes made under Díaz shifted the nation
away from state autonomy to a more centralized government, sparking immense civil unrest
and turmoil. Previously built on a foundation of strong local government and autonomy,
the Porfiriato used cronyism to wrestle power out of the hands of the people in order to
increase Diáz’s political control over the entirety of Mexico.2 In an effort to modernize the
nation, the Porfiriato possessed and repurposed agricultural estates which worsened
working conditions and repressed the rights of the peasant class throughout the nation.3
These changes led to various failed strikes, fueling the building tensions that erupted in the
decade-long struggle of the Mexican Revolution.
The rise and fall of numerous leaders during the Revolution and its subsequent
years cast Mexico into a period of political instability characterized by bloodshed between
competing factions. A massive peasant force led by Emiliano Zapata (Zapatistas) courageously fought for land reform, since much of their estate had been taken by foreign
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influences during the Porfiriato. Although the Zapatistas supported local revolutions, property distribution was
central to all widescale efforts of the Mexican Revolution. In addition to land reform, many of the revolutionaries
fought for decreased foreign interference, economic modernization, and a hands-off government that echoed
traditional structures prior to the Porfiriato.
The profound impact of the Revolution on all areas of life deeply influenced Mexican artists during the first
half of the twentieth century. Newspapers describing the events of the Revolution were inundated with political
cartoons as art itself became a revolutionary tool.4 In 1933 Leopoldo Méndez, Pablo O’Higgins, and Luis Arenal
founded the Liga de Escritores y Artistas Revolucionarios (LEAR) with the purpose of creating satirical prints to
establish a stronger working-class identity and condemn fascist governments.5 Lasting only until 1937, LEAR’s
disunion led to the creation of El Taller de Gráfica Popular (TGP). Composed of a coalition of artists and lithographers, the TGP incorporated the activist nature of Mexico during the 1930s into the growing art scene. Art was
deeply connected to social reforms in the wake of the Revolution, and the artists of the TGP demonstrated this
by lobbying for educational reform and improved labor laws as well as human rights for the Native American
populations of Mexico.6 The activism central to the work of the TGP was visible in many of the prints made by
the collective group, and is clearly echoed in the portfolio Mexican People. As Mexican identity shifted as a result
of the Revolution, the artists of the TGP reflected the reality and ambitions of Mexico’s people in their prints and
political posters.
In the aftermath of the Revolution, a surge in the cultural exchange between America and Mexico and
an international interest in Mexican art initiated a series of pivotal exhibitions at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York in 1930, the Museum of Modern Art in 1931, and the Philadelphia Museum of Art in 1943.7 In 1940,
anthropologist Anita Brenner wrote, “In the eighteen years since the wild men of Mexican art first bombshelled
the gente culta of the capital with their ideas, behavior, and pictures, their work has become established as the
first original and powerful modern art in America.”8 Previously, fine arts academies in the Americas maintained
that “great” art could not have been produced by Mexican artists. But, by the 1920s and 1930s North American
and European artists, collectors, and intellectuals took great interest in the works of Diego Rivera, Frida Kahlo,
and José Clemente Orozco as museums began to recognize the richness of Mexican visual culture. From this,
U.S. collectors demanded the presence of modern Mexican art in American art markets. Seemingly overnight,
Mexico became a culture consumed and collected at home and abroad.9
Though Leopoldo Méndez held great influence over the artistic and political worlds of Mexico, he only
received modest success in the United States during the 1930s. It was not until the mid-1940s that Méndez
and the TGP began to receive American attention.10 In 1945, the Art Institute of Chicago mounted the exhibition
entitled Prints and Drawings by Leopoldo Méndez, which featured over one hundred works by the artist. At this
time, the United States’ Anti-Communist fears of the Cold War began to flare up and the only way to exhibit the
work of Méndez, a member of the Partido comunista de México (Communist Party of Mexico), was to relate the
artist to José Guadalupe Posada, whose art was exhibited the year before with great praise and success. For
the highly-politicized work of the TGP to sell in American art markets, it had to appeal to U.S. ideas of Mexico
which, according to art historian Beth Matusoff Merfish, “romanticized ‘peasant culture’ and, with it, ‘poverty,
ignorance, and superstitions.’”11
This emerging interest in Mexican art coincided with the efforts of Reeves Lewenthall, businessman, art
patron, and director of the AAA gallery, who encouraged a broader wave of art collecting among the middle
and upper-middle classes. An advertisement in a 1939 issue of National Geographic for AAA announced, “A RARE
OPPORTUNITY FOR ART LOVERS: Now you may own a genuine, signed original etching or lithograph by Grant
Wood, Thomas Benton or any one of 59 other famous artists at a price less than you would ordinarily pay for a
mere reproduction!”12 When Leopoldo Méndez compiled the twelve lithographs in 1946 for the AAA, Lewenthall had
created one of the most influential American art galleries of the mid twentieth century. A key component in the
democratization of art, the AAA commissioned artists to create prints that were sold in a catalogue. By selling
signed prints at affordable prices, Lewenthal made the art market accessible to a wider audience. The gallery
specialized in Regionalist art and represented artists who painted scenes of pastoral America including Thomas
Hart Benton and Grant Wood.14 Lewenthal recognized the Americans’ growing interest in Mexico’s “peasant
culture” and scenes of the campesinos (peasant farmers) in Mexican People correspond with the recurring
motifs of American farmers and workers in the AAA repertoire. Even if the artists of the TGP acknowledged
the romanticized American ideas of Mexico, they found greater cause in raising the funds for their campaigns
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during their own economic struggle in the mid-1940s.15 Nonetheless, the twelve lithographs represent the
growing presence and interest in Mexican Art in the United States and the resulting romanticized idea of Mexico
envisioned by American consumers.
American curators and gallerists worked to present an idyllic, imagined identity of Mexico to its buyers —
one that emphasized rural serenity, the earnest labor of campesinos and farmers, and the natural resources of
Mexico’s land. Though these prints appealed to a rather provincial image sensationalized by American consumerism, the artists of the TGP spent nearly a decade curating an inclusive, national identity defined by political
activism. Efforts to unite Mexico’s fragmented heritage, to combat the poverty of Native American groups, and
to defend the land rights of lower-class citizens put the rural worker at the forefront of this identity.16 Scenes
of miners, brickmakers, potters, farmers, and lumber workers featured in the Mexican People and the TGP’s
commitment to social engagement appealed to idealistic American artists and viewers. But subtleties in each
lithograph reveal the workshop’s political mission to protect the rights of workers and honor their labors
that made up the backbone of Mexico’s modernizing cities and industries. Accompanying descriptions may
praise the campesinos depicted in each lithograph, but the prints also reveal the realities of their grueling and
physically demanding work. Seldom did these workers have a choice to leave or better their situation, but the
TGP found an opportunity to further elevate their efforts as preservation of rural traditions in order to protect
their livelihood.17 Mexican People was created at the intersection of American ideals of an agrarian Mexico and
the political agendas of the TGP against the plight of Mexican workers. Somewhere between this romanticized
image of rural Mexico and the TGP’s political activism was a revolutionary identity that focused on and uplifted
the labors of Mexico’s people.

1. 	Michael J. Gonzales, The Mexican Revolution 1910-1940 (Albuquerque,
NM: New Mexico University Press, 2002), 10-13.
2. Ibid., 13.
3. 	Nora Hamilton, “The Mexican State and the Revolution,”in The Limits
of State Autonomy:Post-Revolutionary Mexico (Princeton University
Press, 1982), 40.
4. J ean Charlot, “Mexican Prints,” The Metropolitan Museum of Art
Bulletin 8, no. 3 (1949): 84.
5. 	Alison Cameron, “Buenos Vecinos: African-American Printmaking and
the Taller De Gráfica Popular,” Print Quarterly 16, no. 4 (1999): 353-67.
6. 	Theresa Avila, “El Taller de Gráfica Popular and the Chronicles of
Mexican History and Nationalism,” Third Text 28, No. 3 (2014), 311.
7. 	Joseph J. Rishel, “North of the Border: Exhibiting and Collecting
Modern Mexican Art in the United States,” in Paint the Revolution:
Mexican Modernism, 1910-1950, ed. Matthew Affron, Mark A. Castro,
Dafne Cruz Porchini and Renato González Mello (New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 2016), 331.
8. 	Anita Brenner in “Orchestrating the Mexican Moment in the United
States: Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York,” in Mexico Modern: Art,
Commerce, and Cultural Exchange 1920-1945, ed. Donald Albrecht
and Thomas Mellins (Munich: Hirmer Verlag gmbH, 2017), 23.

10. 	Beth Matusoff Merfish, “Curating Context: The Art Institute of Chicago’s 1945 Leopoldo Méndez Exhibition,” Journal of Curatorial Studies
7, No. 1 (2018): 62.
11. Ibid., 60.
12.	“Associated American Artists,” National Graphic Magazine, November, 1939, National Geographic Virtual Library, http://tinyurl.gale.
com/tinyurl/Cd7ZMX. Accessed January 27, 2020.
13.	Tiffany Elena Washington, “Selling Art in the Age of Retail Expansion
and Corporate Patronage: Associated American Artists and the American Art Market of the 1930s and 1940s” (Ph D diss., Cleveland, Ohio:
Case Western University, 2013), 13-14.
14. Ibid., 121-3.
15.	Stephanie J. Smith, “Revolutionary Printmakers LEAR and the TGP,
1934-1957,” in The Power and Politics of Art in Post-revolutionary
Mexico (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2017), 175.
16.	Theresa Avila, “El Taller de Gráfica Popular and the Chronicles of
Mexican History and Nationalism,” Third Text 28, No. 3 (Taylor &
Francis Group, 2014), 311.
17.	Deborah Caplow, Leopoldo Méndez: Revolutionary Art and the
Mexican Print (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2007), 190.

9. 	George F. Flaherty, “All Eyes on Mexico: Revolution and Speculation,”
in Mexico Modern: Art, Commerce, and Cultural Exchange 1920-1945,
ed. Donald Albrecht and Thomas Mellins (Munich: Hirmer Verlag
gmbH, 2017), 18.
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INDÍGENOS DE TLAHUAC
(PEASANTS OF TLAHUAC)
Carolyn Hauk ’21

T

lahuac is one of the major agricultural neighborhoods located in southern Mexico City. Here, Mexican
workers make use of floating gardens (chinampas) to cultivate vegetables and other food crops for the
city. Dating back to the Aztec Empire, this sustainable agricultural system allowed for the planting of crops
without any damage to the environment. By piling mud and decaying plants, a Chinampa was a man-made
stationary island on which maize, beans, squashes, chilies, tomatoes, and other vegetables were grown. Reeds
that were tightly bound together were used to anchor the islands in place and border each garden. By dredging
the mud, the canals were cleared and nutrients that were vital to growing crops were produced. This organized
system of canals created a perfect habitat fish and birds, enhancing the overall health of the environment.
Through this efficient harvesting system, Tlahuac became a critical resource in food production for Mexico City.
In Indígenos de Tlahuac, artist Arturo García Bustos depicts three centered indígenos (peasants)
harvesting crops. From a raft, a worker unloads bushels of vegetables at a floating port. Tall stalks of maize-like
plants are piled in the foreground and stand contained in a reed box. In the raft, a man unloads what looks
like heads of cabbage. Behind them, five other rafts stocked with more harvested crops arrive into port. The
chinampas are lush and abundant with vegetables and trees and the canals extend further into the background,
suggesting the economic importance of Tlahuac to Mexico City, as well as its beauty and fecundity. With
Tlahuac’s connection to the Revolution, Bustos recognized the role of its indígenos in supplying the capital with
crops and foods as well as the power and contributions of Tlahuac in the lasting fight for its workers.
Between 1707 and 1910, peasant revolts occurred in higher frequencies as a result of agricultural commercialization and political centralization.1 During the Revolution, several peasants joined Emiliano Zapata in armed
campaigns for agrarian reform. Zapata amended his own Plan de Ayala filled with proclamations for land reclamation. In Article 6, any pueblos or citizens with land titles would immediately receive entire ownership over
that real estate. Article 7 distributed land expropriated from elite landowners to other campesinos. In February
of 1914, Zapata’s plan was carried out by his military commanders.2 Despite Zapata’s armed revolutionary tactics,
villagers often preferred to settle land redistribution diplomatically through local committees. In some instances,
villages granted representatives power of attorney to issues, complaints, and demands to state and federal
governments. Tlahuac designated Gabriel Robles as their representative in 1912 in order to negotiate any matter
pertaining to land with federal authorities. In other cases, villagers demanded their rights to the land in large
assemblies and commissions. Approximately 18,000 people of the Cuancamé Partido asked President Madero in
1911 to carry on with land reform promises outlined in his Plan de San Luis Potosi.3 The Revolution occurred in
various forms and sizes for the Mexican working class, and Tlahuac was not exempt from these efforts.
Born almost ten years after the writing of the Constitution of 1917 which ended the Mexican Revolution,
Bustos grew up during the aftermath of the Revolution in Mexico City. In 1942, Bustos received training at the
La Esmerelda School of Painting and Sculpture under those who experienced the Revolution, including Frida
Kahlo and Diego Rivera. He was also instructed under Leopoldo Méndez, making Bustos one of the youngest
members of the TGP in the mid-1940s.4 Between the ages of 19 and 20, Bustos completed Indígenos de Tlahuac
for Mexican People. He might have been influenced by Rivera’s frequent portrayals of Indigenous people, the
TGP’s depictions of agrarian scenes, or his own familiarity with Tlahuac as a Mexico City native. His lithograph
at first does not appear as outwardly political as those of his contemporaries. But, because of his association
with the TGP, Bustos’s lithograph references the village’s contribution to the Revolution and Tlahuac’s everlasting
importance in supplying food for the ever-growing capital.

1.	John M. Hart, Revolutionary Mexico: The Coming and Process of the
Mexican Revolution (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987), 50.
2.	Helga Baitenman, “Popular Participation in State Formation: Land
Reform in Revolutionary Mexico,” Journal of Latin American Studies
43, No.1 (2011): 6-7.

3. Ibid., 12.
4.	“Arturo Garcia Bustos,” Latin American Art. Accessed April 27, 2020.
https://www.latinamericanart.com/en/artist/arturo-garcia-bustos/
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EL MERCADO (THE MARKET)
Carolyn Hauk ‘21

I

n Pablo O’Higgins’s El Mercado, a female vendor displays food and other wares on a busy street in the
Cuautla market. While she attends to her goods, other sellers attend a nearby stand in a bustling and
crowded part of the market. She looks attentively at the variety of foodstuffs, dismissing the viewer as one of
the numerous passersby. As one of only two prints in the Mexican People portfolio with vivid colors, O’Higgins
emulates the vibrancy and lively commotion of the marketplace.
After a visit to Mexico in the late nineteenth century, English traveler Thomas Brocklehurst described his
experience walking through the markets: “Indian women stretched on mats indolently watch their wares…Fruits
of fifty kinds, very few of them worth eating…Girls with great coops of chickens on their backs, and a dozen
live fowls hanging with their heads downwards from their waist-belts, jostle past you…”1 This kind of romanticized image of Mexico’s marketplaces attracted foreign investments in the country at the turn of century. It
also exemplifies long-held European ideas of an exotic Mexican culture forged from Aztec and Spanish civilizations. Moreover, Brocklehurst overlooked the female vendors’ entrepreneurial efforts and relegated them to the
scenery of Mexican streets.
By 1910, Mexico had undergone major modernization and industrialization developments in its major cities,
triggering a growing gap between the poor and wealthy. Despite rapid modern advancements, public markets
continued to buttress urban economies in cities such as Guadalajara. These vendors typically sold grains, meats,
vegetables, and fruit from street corners, plazas, public gardens, outside public buildings, and door entryways.2
Most of the women who sold goods at the markets were unmarried, widowed, or sole supporters for their
families. Though the work hardly provided substantial means to get by, these female vendors were some of
Mexico’s shrewdest businesswomen. Whereas most women were considered the designated caretakers of the
home, these vendors entered into the public sphere as saleswomen at marketplaces. In fact, petitions written
by these women to city halls, pleading for reduced taxes, evidenced some of the earliest political actions that
set the precedent for women-led protests in the first half of the twentieth century.
In 1936 — ten years before the publication of Mexican People — roughly 250 peasant women and children
stormed the Hacienda Santa Bárbara owned by former President Plutarco Elías Calles. Led by the activist and
communist Concha Michel, the campesinas (women workers) seized the ranch and claimed it as a vocational
and political skills school for women, echoing the fight for accessible education during the Mexican Revolution.3
Between 1919 and 1953, feminist groups such as the Mexican Feminist Council and the United Front for Women’s
Rights were concerned with the social, political, and economic advancement of women. The latter of these two
groups was primarily focused on including indigenous women in the discourse on equal rights in the workplace,
property ownership, and education.4 By World War II, the Women’s Front became the National Women’s Bloc and
focused on strengthening the economy and industry, and integrating women into universities and workforces.5
Despite much progress, women were still underrepresented in politics and their labor continued to be exploited
in work environments during the 1940s.
Toward the end of the Mexican Revolution, women initiated campaigns to insert themselves into the
economic, political, and social spheres once dominated by men. Through the presidencies of Plutarco Elías
Calles (1924-28), Lázaro Cárdenas (1934-40), and Miguel Alemán (1946-52), women gradually gained legal equality
and were eventually granted suffrage in 1953 under president Adolfo Ruíz Cortines. Over the first half of the
twentieth century, women found ways to upheave gendered social standards and take up jobs previously held
by men. Perhaps these efforts began with the women in the markets who found ways to establish their own
economic independence through political action. Though O’Higgins’s lithograph of a vendor in a lively Mexican
market may have appealed to foreigners such as Brocklehurst, it is a celebration of the women who continued
to support growing urban economies and established a foothold in economic and political representation.
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1.	Thomas Brocklehurst, “Mexico To-Day,” London Quarterly Review, Oct. 1862-Jan. 1932, vol.
60, no. 120 (July 1883), 544.
2.	Judith Marti, “Nineteenth-Century Views of Women’s Participation in Mexico’s Markets,” in
Women Traders in Cross-Cultural Perspectives: Mediating Identities, Marketing Wares,
ed. Linda J. Seligman (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2001), 30-32.
3.	Jocelyn Olcott, “The Daughters of La Malinche: Gender and Revolutionary Citizenship,”
Revolutionary Women in Post-revolutionary Mexico (Durham, NC: Duke University Press,
2005), 1-2.

4.	Rafael Tovar y Lopez-Portillo, “Understanding the Role of Women as Leaders in Mexican
Politics” (PhD diss., University of San Diego, 2016), 33-34. https://digital.sandiego.edu/
dissertations/58
5. Ibid., 35.

EL MAÍZ (GRINDING MAIZE)
Carolyn Hauk ’21

A

t San José Tepepa in the State of Morelos, villagers ceaselessly work to harvest and grind maize, as
depicted in Leopoldo Méndez’s print El Maíz. In the foreground, a harvested bushel is placed nearby a
man who is beginning the process of winnowing the crop. A woman works under a thatched awning, possibly
creating tortillas from ground maize. In the distance, another villager passes by, knees bent with a large
bushel resting on their back. The title page in the Mexican People portfolio describes the monumental coscomates (granaries) that loom over the villagers at work: “They are at times so large they seem to dominate the
entire country-side as well as man himself.” Hive-like in appearance, these large granaries suggest the sheer
magnitude of maize production of this village and the back-breaking work of its villagers. With delicate lines and
overlapping textures, the lithograph is outwardly peaceful and seemingly paradisiacal.
A growing class-consciousness, internationalism, and Mexicanidad identity emerged in the aftermath
of the Mexican Revolution that was especially articulated in the artwork representing workers.1 At the center
of this art movement was the campesino (agrarian laborer) and the issues of forced removal, ownership of
domestic resources, and disenfranchisement of agrarian groups and communities.2 The representation of
workers’ rights and the development of a new national identity reflected the efforts of different artist collectives
in post-revolutionary Mexico, including the Lega de Escritores y Artistas Revolucionarios (LEAR) and the Taller de
Gráfica Popular (TGP).
In 1937, Méndez formed the TGP with members from its forebear collective LEAR. Upon its founding, the TGP
published a Declaration of Principles, outlining the collective’s positions on art and Mexico’s contemporaneous
politics. Among these, the TGP believed that it was meant to “defend and enrich” the national culture of Mexico,
“reflect the social reality of the times” in order to “serve the people,” and, most importantly, contribute to the
international fight against the spread of fascism.3 During World War II, Méndez continued to create images of
Mexican workers while simultaneously incorporating publications concerning international politics. The TGP
produced publications for antifascist press, backdrops for political rallies, and exhibitions against the horrors of
Nazism. During the early 1940s, Méndez published six illustrations in El libro negro del terror di nazi en Europa,
a 298-paged book containing prints, drawings, photographs, and texts on the effects of Nazism in Europe.4
The war period brought about certain sophistication and diversity in the TGP, and by 1945, Méndez had a new
direction for the collective.
After 1945, the TGP entered into a phase of increasing productivity. Its members began to collaborate with
leftist organizations in the production of portfolios, prints, and other graphic projects. La Estampa Mexicana
was responsible for the publishing of the TGP’s prints and portfolios that appealed to foreign markets, visitors,
galleries, and museums. For instance, American museums including the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Art
Institute of Chicago began exhibiting prints of the TGP. Though its new productions focused on anti-war imagery
on the onslaught of the Cold War, the artists of the TGP never stopped creating prints honoring and promoting
the campesinos of agrarian Mexico.5
Completed in the final year of World War II, El Maíz is a departure from Méndez’s political and anti-fascist
material he created for the Taller de Gráfica Popular during the decade between 1937 and 1947. As the fascination with the TGP began to grow in American art markets, Méndez compiled seemingly apolitical prints for the
Associated American Artists Gallery in New York. The tranquility of El Maíz must have appealed to the American
ideals of rural Mexico, but for Méndez, it meant more. “My father taught me about the country. We often went to
the countryside,” remarked Méndez’s son Pablo.6 In El Maíz, Méndez expressed his admiration for the hard labor
of Mexico’s people and a deep appreciation of Mexican rural traditions.

1.	John Lear, “Representing Workers, the Workers Represented: Artists,
Unions and Print Production in the Mexican Revolution,” Third Text
28, no. 3 (2014): 240.
2.	Theresa Avila, “El Taller de Gráfica Popular and the Chronicles of
Mexican History and Nationalism,” Third Text, 28, no. 3 (2014): 317.
3.	Stephanie J. Smith, “Revolutionary Printmakers LEAR and the TGP,
1934-1957,” in The Power and Politics of Art in Postrevolutionary

Mexico (University of North Carolina Press, 2017), 165; Deborah
Caplow, Leopoldo Méndez: Revolutionary Art and the Mexican Print
(Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2007), 126.
4. Caplow, Leopoldo Méndez, 159-161.
5. Ibid., 191.
6. Ibid., 194.
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ALFARERO (POTTERY MAKER)
Joy Zanghi ’21

I

sidoro Ocampo’s lithograph Alfarero (Pottery Maker) depicts the labor-intensive act of making pottery. While
the push for “modernization” and “progress” dramatically altered many aspects of Mexican production during
the Porfiriato, the traditional practice of pottery remained relatively untouched by such changes. Among the
indigenous Mazahua people, pottery making was typically a deeply traditional and highly valued skill. Although
peonage was highly prevalent at this time, specific techniques for making, firing, and painting pots were
practiced and passed down through families in contrast to the kind of large-scale, proto-industrial labor forces
on plantations.1
Ocampo’s lithograph represents a potter from Toluca mixing the clay with his feet in order to increase
elasticity and remove impurities. The repetition of the uniform ceramic creations that line the wall and shelves
behind the lone figure illustrate the potter’s prolific practice. Due to the simplicity and utilitarian design of the
pots and bowls, it is likely that the potter is making vessels for daily use. Every completed piece stacked behind
him is standardized. Since potters inherited their skills through generations, molds were often used to create
uniform vessels and to ensure that knowledge was received through the family without much variation.2 The
solitary nature of the figure in Alfarero emphasizes his connection to his work. With his hunched posture and
thin physique, the man almost blends into his workspace, as Ocampo highlights the connection between the
individual and his art.
As the violence of the revolution quelled in the 1930s, a unifying force of pride towards Mexican identity
was cultivated through famous artists such as Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera. The TGP continued the tradition
of valuing Mexican selfhood, and Ocampo’s print emphasizes the connection between identity and work. The
tradition of pottery being a familial trade and the individualistic nature of ceramic production highlights the
“Mexican-ness” of the figure in this print.

1.	Dean E. Arnold, “Conclusion,” in The Evolution of Ceramic Production Organization in a Maya Community (Boulder: University Press of Colorado,
2015), 279.
2.	Gilda Hernández Sánchez, “Indigenous Pottery Technology of Central Mexico during Early Colonial Times,” in Material Encounters and Indigenous
Transformations in the Early Colonial Americas: Archaeological Case Studies, edited by Corinne Hofman and Floris Keehnen (Boston: Brill, 2019),
286.
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LOS OBREROS DE MADERA
(LUMBER WORKERS)
Joy Zanghi ’21

O

ne of the two colored prints in this portfolio, Los Obreros de Madera captures the challenging work of
laborers in the logwood industry in the eastern state of Campeche. One of the better-known members of
the Taller de Gráfica Popular, artist Alfredo Zalce is remembered for “la audacia de la combinación de colores,” or
his daring use of colors.1 Los Obreros de Madera is dominated by the reddish-brown hue of the workers and the
lumber, as the central figure precariously balances in the foreground. Clad in nothing more than a straw hat, a
thin shirt, and tattered shorts, this worker grips the log with bare feet while wielding an almost impossibly large
saw. Zalce depicts this act of sawing lumber while floating on the water as a herculean task and accentuates
the dangerous and physically demanding labor of the logwood industry.
Used for its purpose as a dye, logwood was a valuable commodity that enhanced the economic activity of
the Yucatan peninsula and dated back to colonial-era Mexico. Grown in wetlands, large systems of ditches and
manmade canals were constructed in order to transport the lumber.2 These canals, known as zanjas, serve as
the setting for Zalce’s colorful lithograph. Conditions of the logwood industry were similar to inland conditions
on haciendas; many laborers were indebted peons who worked for poor wages. Not only did men such as
those depicted in Zalce’s print have to suffer through the intense physical challenges of working in zanjas, but
wetlands known for logwood were rife with mosquitos which exposed the farmworkers to dengue and malaria.3
Notorious for unjust wages and incredibly dangerous working conditions, the logwood industry motivated Zalce
to convey the realities and challenges of laborers in Mexico.

1.	Alberto Dallal, “En Vivo: Alfredo Zalce Y Su Obra,” Diálogos: Artes, Letras, Ciencias Humanas 17, no. 2 (1981): 17.
2.	Anthony P. Andrews, Rafael Burgos Villanueva, and Luis Millet Cámara, “The Historic Port of El Real De Salinas in Campeche, and the Role of Coastal Resources in the Emergence of Capitalism in Yucatán, México,” International Journal of Historical Archaeology 10, no. 2 (2006), 187.
3. Ibid., 187.
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EL PANEL HENEQUÉN (HENEQUEN PLANT)
Joy Zanghi ’21

A

lfredo Zalce’s lithograph depicts workers harvesting and processing henequen.1 Henequen, a plant that
has grown in Mexico since the pre-Colombian era, is known for thriving in the dry, rocky climate of the
Yucatan and was used for its fibrous leaves known to make twine. The henequen plant served as a major export
and a significant cash crop throughout Mexican history, especially during the early twentieth century. Under
the rule of Porfirio Díaz, economic control over the Yucatan became synonymous with political prowess, and the
henequen export prospered immensely during the presidency of Díaz. Marked by cronyism, the haciendas used
to produce henequen were consolidated and consisted of about two hundred families holding control of the vast
majority of the land. The monopoly of henequen production provided certain families with immense social and
economic status. This earned them the moniker the “Divine Caste” from revolutionary general Salvador Alvarado
and provides insight into the corruption of the henequen industry.2
El Panel Henequén (Henequen Plant) captures the impressive and industrialized levels of production that
occurred in the Yucatan in order to maintain henequen exports. The lithograph depicts an active hacienda, or
a private land estate, that was typical to henequen production. The centrality of the conveyor belt reflects the
primary role of the infrastructure while the human laborers seem almost secondary to this process. The factory-like setting contrasts pastoral agricultural labor in what appears to be an assembly line of workers in order to
improve the efficiency of human labor. Zalce’s use of repetition in the carts, bundles of henequen, arches of the
hacienda, and the steps highlights the continuous motion of the tasks at hand.
As the henequen export boomed during the early twentieth century, the land-owning elite turned to
peonage as a way to meet the physical needs to produce the cash crop. Deported to haciendas in the Yucatan,
Yaqui Indians, native to northwestern Mexico, became a massive source of labor for henequen production.
The import of Yaquis rendered them dependent on the wealthy landowners and created a system of debt
servitude. Exemption from military conscription, subsidized food, loans, and control of agricultural resources
kept many indigenous workers trapped on haciendas prior to the Mexican Revolution.3 In 1914, during the
Revolution, peonage was banned, but the paternalism that defined the relationship between the elite and their
workers continued. The dependent relationship between laborers and hacienda owners maintained the captive
workforce of the peasants that had been indebted to the hacienda owners.4 Zalce’s print places an emphasis
on the human body being a piece of an industrialized machine, reflecting the complicated history of henequen
production that was built on peonage.
Like his contemporaries in the TGP, Zalce sought to represent the reality of the Mexican people and their
lives. The lithograph provides an insight into the reality of a hacienda during the henequen boom. The sharp
cheekbones, frail, and stooped bodies of the workers in El Panel Henequén allude to the difficult labor that
many Mexicans, especially Yaquis, experienced in the henequen plants.

1.	Zalce, one of the founding members of the TGP, is a well-known
artist throughout Mexico and is remembered for his impressive
diversity of mediums. In addition to printmaking, Zalce worked as a
muralist, a painter, and a ceramicist.
2.	Allan D. Meyers, “Revolutionary Henequen Landscapes of Northwester Yucután,” in The Value of Things: Prehistoric to Contemporary
Commodities in the Maya Region, edited by Jennifer P. Mathews and
Thomas H. Guderjan (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2017), 127.
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LAS FAMILIAS HUICHOLAS
(RITUAL OF THE HUICHOL INDIAN TRIBE)
Joy Zanghi ’21

I

n Mexico, Indigenous people faced centuries of exploitation by colonial powers and the Mexican state making
them of particular interest to the politically outspoken artists of the Taller de Gráfíca Popular. Like many other
TGP prints that celebrate Mexico’s indigenous cultures, this lithograph by Ángel Bracho depicts the Huichol, or
the Wixárika, of Mexico; he created this print one year after publishing a collection of four prints dedicated to
native customs.1 The neutral relationship between the Huichol and the state prevented any extreme reaction
towards the Indigenous group during the Mexican Revolution, and because of this, important Huichol rituals,
such as the one depicted in Bracho’s print, have managed to survive and adapt throughout the tumultuous
twentieth century in Mexico.2
Las Familias Huicholas displays a quiver of arrows mounted on the back of the Huichol man in the
foreground of the print. Arrows played a significant role in Huichol ritual and beliefs, as the arrows were not
solely used for hunting or defense; they were also used for praying and contacting a spiritual realm.3 As he
journeys through a mountainous area, the man is followed by a woman with a baby swaddled on her back.
Living in the Sierra Madre mountain range, the Huichol people existed in an environment characterized by a
rugged land of steep canyons, such as the one depicted here. The figures in Bracho’s composition are most likely
making the sacred pilgrimage of the Huichol to demarcate ancestral territory as divine. Such pilgrimages also
emphasized a “sense of place” in their environment and revealed the continued autonomy of the tribe, despite
challenges posed by the federal state to expropriate native land rights or to colonize natives.4 The dream-like
setting of this print emphasizes the divine nature of Las Familias Huicholas. As the man walks through the
fantastical terrain, his toe extends beyond the frame of the print, transcending his plane of existence, as he
would during a sacred pilgrimage. The subject of Las Familias Huicholas is literally depicted as he transitions
from one realm to another, merging the space of the audience with the setting of the print.
Bracho’s interest in an otherworldly subject and an uncanny sense of scale in this print also reflects
the influence of Surrealism in Mexico. Corresponding interests and transatlantic travels among European and
Mexican artists in the 1920s through the 1940s, including prominent Mexican artists like Frida Kahlo and Diego
Rivera, made Mexico an important center for the Surrealist movement. In fact, André Breton, author of the Surrealist Manifesto, called Mexico, “the Surrealist place par excellence.”5 The serpentine roots that twist over the
monumental rock in the center of the print adds to the fantasy of this setting.
In addition to the deeply spiritual connection to the pilgrimage of the Huichols, the ritual was also tied to
land rotation in order to maximize crop production. Founded on the belief that they could take care of all life
by healing and tending to the earth, the relationship between Huichols and the land was critical to their ways
of life.6 Bracho’s carefully composed print honors the Huichol connection to the land as the figures make their
sacred trek through mountainous terrain.

1.	William Underwood Eiland and Michael T. Ricker, et al., El Taller De
Gráfica Popular: Vida y Arte (Georgia Museum of Art, 2015), 271.

5.	Cited in Melanie Nicholson, Surrealism in Latin American Literature:
Searching for Breton’s Ghost (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013).

2.	Michele McArdle Stephens, In the Lands of Fire and Sun: Resistance
and Accommodation in the Huichol Sierra, 1723–1930 (Lincoln;
London: University of Nebraska Press, 2018), 96-97.

6.	Karla Primosch and Kathy David, “Instructional Resources: Art of the
Huichol People: A Symbolic Link to an Ancient Culture,” Art Education
54, no. 6 (2001): 25-32.

3.	“Arrows,” Artes De México, no. 161 (1972): 66.
4.	Paul M. Liffman and Philip E. Coyle, “Introduction: Ritual and Historical
Territoriality of the Cora (Náyari) and Huichol (Wixárika) Peoples,”
Journal of the Southwest 42, no. 1 (2000), 1.
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EL OBRERO DE MINA DE PLATA
(SILVER MINE WORKER)
Joy Zanghi ’21

L

ike many industries in the early twentieth century of Mexico, mining was wrought with social and economic
inequalities. Francisco Mora’s somber depiction of this silver mine worker reflects the activism central to
the TGP and the aim of the Mexican Revolution. In this lithograph, Mora depicts a skeletal man moving through
the dark, compressed tunnel in the mine. The weary gaze of the miner does not meet the viewer’s eye. Hunching
forward, the man is barely clad, seemingly leaving him vulnerable to the frequently occurring mining accidents.
El Obrero de Mina Plata (The Silver Mine Worker) alludes to the dangers of the mining industry and assisted in
the spark that led to the decade-long Mexican Revolution.
Mora would have been aware of the changes occurring in the mining industry during the turbulent years
before, during, and after the Revolution. The period in which Mexican president Porfirio Díaz served as a despot
between 1876 and 1911, also referred to as the Porfiriato, is well known for the importance it placed on international investment as a tool to “modernize” the early twentieth-century Mexican economy, especially regarding
mining. Through the centralization of power and increase in foreign involvement during the Porfiriato, mining
served as one of the primary targets for drawing international business to Mexico. With the creation of various
new legislations, Díaz systemically eroded Mexican control of mines and replaced it with American and British
companies. In order to encourage foreign investment, Díaz provided subsoil rights to outsiders as well as tax
breaks and the ability to take out bank loans with less difficulty than a company native to Mexico; by the first
decade of the 1900s, companies from the United States had gained control over a majority of the Mexican mining
industry.1 Not only did the Mexican mining business attract foreign investment and corporations, it also brought
a large external workforce to Mexican mines. North American, Chinese, and English workers swarmed the mines
looking for work. As a result of systemic racism, many of the foreign owners of the mines discriminated against
darker-skinned Mexican workers. While lighter-skinned laborers from North America and Europe were given more
commanding and skilled positions, Mexicans were forced to work the most dangerous jobs, such as digging for
and hauling ore. Even if Mexican and foreign workers shared the same position, foreigners would earn wages
double that of their Mexican counterparts.2 Although it is not clear whether or not the subject of this print is
Mexican, as a member of the TGP, Mora would have been interested in expressing the social inequities of the
labor force, as well as celebrating the growing pride in a Mexican identity during the 1930s and 1940s. Therefore,
despite the diverse labor force, the subject of El Obrero de Mina Plata is most likely a Mexican laborer.
Mora’s lithograph of the silver mine worker, dated in 1946, was made about 35 years after the start of
the Mexican Revolution in which various interest groups fought for improved labor conditions as well as more
Mexican control of the land. Despite the changes that benefitted laborers during the revolution, the gaunt
appearance of the silver miner in Mora’s work is a reminder of the unjust conditions that Mexicans were
subjected to through the twentieth century.

1.	Michael J. Gonzales, The Mexican Revolution 1910-1940 (Albuquerque, NM: New Mexico University Press, 2002), 46-48.
2. Ibid., 50-51
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TRABAJANDO CON IXTLE
(WORKING WITH IXTLE)
Carolyn Hauk ’21

I

xtle is a tropical perennial that grows primarily in the swamp lands and lowland rainforests found between
Mexico and Ecuador. The white fiber that is obtained in its leaves is durable and saltwater resistant, making
its versatility and resourcefulness valuable to Mexico’s people. Indigenous groups around Mexico utilize the
fibers to make rope, nets, thread, bags, sandals, fans, strings for musical instruments, and, for the Nahuas
of Veracruz, rustic clothes and traditional sashes. The remnants of the leaf were used to make hammocks
and mats, the thorns were used as needles, and the juice served as a caustic for wounds. Even the fruit was
consumable.1 For some Indigenous groups around Mexico, ixtle was an invaluable foundation for their livelihood
and a critical source of income.
The valley of Mezquital, located in the state of Hidalgo, was home to some of the poorest Mexican indigenous communities around the time of the publication of Mexican People. Fernando Casto Pacheco’s print
Trabajando con Ixtle portrays a family of campesinos residing in a hilly terrain of Mexico. In the foreground,
a single campesina strings together the fibers of ixtle in the creation of a fabric or rope. A tent, most likely
covered in ixtle fabric, shelters a mother who holds her child in her lap. The simple dress of the woman, her
bare feet, and the meager tent indicates their poverty or low economic standing. Based on the arid climate as
denoted with the barren hills and cacti in the background, ixtle production is their sole source of income.
Born in 1918 in Mérida, Yucatán, artist Fernando Castro Pachecho might have witnessed continued class
struggle even in the aftermath of the Mexican Revolution. He began his training as an artist when Lázaro
Cárdenas became president in 1934. Cárdenas believed that Mexico had over time been led astray from the
motives and efforts of the Revolution. During his presidency, Cárdenas attempted to centralize Mexico politically,
dismantle the growing power of individual regions, and redistribute land to campesinos in his agrarian reform.2
Yucatán seemed like the perfect place for Cárdenas to resuscitate the promise of the Mexican Revolution.
With a past tied to the Revolution and continued division between the white governing class and the poorer
Maya-speaking workers, the region became the proper target for Cárdenas’s reform.3
Cárdenas’s vision, however, was largely ambitious and ultimately failed in regions including Yucatán for
several reasons. According to historian Ben Fallaw, “Yucatán was perhaps the least Mexican out of all the
states in the nation,” and did not experience a sense of belonging to Mexico.4 Amongst this cultural divide, the
inhabitants of the region felt little unity with one another, with white, Spanish families populating Yucatán’s
greater cities and Mayan descendants working throughout the countryside. Divided regionally and ancestrally,
the idea of “Mexican-ness” varied between groups and regions. State governance was also deeply rooted in
camarillas politics in which loosely connected elites dominated the economic and political worlds of Yucatán.
The governor Palomo Valencia himself opposed Cárdenas’s agrarian reform.5 Moreover, the Socialist Party of the
Southeast that represented Yucatán promoted individual rights, secularism, and state’s intervention in economic
matters, and did not subscribe to the politics of the greater Party of the National Revolution.6 It was not until
1937 that Cárdenas could provide the sources needed for agrarian reform and even then, Cárdenas was met with
economic demands from other projects such as oil nationalization.7 Mexico at large was still regionally diverse,
and Cárdenas’s failed reform at Yucatán seemed to echo across other regions.
Three years after the end of Cárdenas’s presidency, Pacheco moved to Mexico City where he became
involved with the Taller de Gráfica Popular. There, Pacheco witnessed Cárdenas’s plans to centralize the state
create a larger hacienda system in which the government posed as the overbearing landowner and the regions
as its overworked laborers. The fallout of his presidency left peasants struggling to make ends’ meet. Trabajando con Ixtle is one of the more overtly polemic prints in Mexican People. An overwhelming sense of sorrow
and despair emulates from this lithograph. Pacheco portrays decades of continued class struggle in his work
and ultimately serves to remind those of the Revolution’s promise to bring about reform for Mexico’s workers.
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HORNOS DE CAL (LIME KILNS)
Carolyn Hauk ’21

T

he town Tula in the state of Hidalgo is the site depicted in Raul Anguiano’s print Hornos de Cal. Here,
workers transport quarried lime to and from kilns. Centered in the composition, two workers dump
limestone from a mule-pulled cart into a pit while another worker drives a mule and cart at the top of the
arched building in the background. A track winds around piles of tiny boulders and leads the viewer’s eye to
the workers to the kilns in the background. Cyclonic billows of smoke emerge from burning pits in the ground,
framing the workers in their environment. Like Leopoldo Méndez’s El Maiz, Anguiano’s print situates the figures
in a larger landscape. Similar to the coscomates (granaries) in El Maiz, the abstract undulating clouds of smoke
dominate the rocky terrain of the landscape — symbols of both production and destruction.
Although ancient structures from the old capital of the Toltecs in Mexico continue to stand next to
the contemporary town, Anguiano represented Tula with rather industrial, laborious imagery much like his
TGP contemporaries. Preceding the Aztec Empire, the Toltec Empire made up most of Mexico’s classic and
post-classic periods of history. Instead of portraying the archeological structures, such as the five-stepped
temple dedicated to the god of Quetzalcóatl, a palace complex, open plazas, and courts dating between 850
and 1150 CE, Anguiano’s Hornos de Cal is decidedly focused on Mexico’s modernization and industrialization that
were ignited during Porfirio Díaz’s presidency.
Beginning in the 1880s, American and European investors and markets produced a steady influx of capital
into Mexico’s economy. Growing financial resources spurred rapid modernization efforts in Mexico: mines were
reopened, commercial agriculture surged, oil industries grew, and the construction of a national railway system
was underway.1 Between 1890 and 1910, a new national market allowed for mass production in a country that
was only developing in concentrated areas. While growing industries led to urbanization efforts around Mexico,
most of its population continued to live in agrarian villages which were left with meager resources and infrastructure. Much of the working class was still rooted in peasantry and often shifted between labor in the field
and the factory.2 These contradictions in Mexico’s industrialization contributed to the growing discontent of the
peasantry and the outbreak of the Revolution in 1910. While the Mexican Revolution challenged the confidence of
industrialists, economic recovery in the early 1930s sparked demand for higher agricultural and industrial productivity. Under Lazaro Cárdenas’s presidency, the partial success of agrarian reform and the restoration of social
peace in the country encouraged Mexico’s major industrialists without the ensured protection of the working
class in every state.3
Anguiano entered the La Esmerelda School of Painting and Sculpture in Mexico City at the start of Cárdenas’s presidency in 1934. From there, he helped to found the TGP in 1937 with Leopoldo Méndez and Pablo
O’Higgins. Often portraying labor with dramatic imagery, it is clear Anguiano understood that class struggle of
Mexican campesinos continued in the aftermath of the Revolution. As shown in Hornos de Cal, the lime quarries,
the kilns, and the land are all blindingly white and, as a result, the workers without eye protection became
incurably blind. With meager wages, working in lime kilns was utterly miserable and dangerous. Yet, growing,
urbanizing cities were reliant on lime which was used in both construction and in making masa for tortillas.
Instead of representing the grandeur of the Toltec empire, Anguiano portrayed the lime kilns of Tula to
represent a contemporaneous Mexican history and culture. His print tells the story of Mexico’s industrialization
in the late nineteenth century and the prolonged struggle of its workers in the twentieth century.4 Whereas the
monumental coscomates in Leopoldo Méndez’s El Maiz celebrated the work of the peasants of San Jose Tepepa,
the giant billows of smoke in Hornos de Cal function as symbols of both production and destruction. In the
literal sense, workers were producing lime in kilns. Symbolically, the smoke represents the gradual dismantling
of exploitative hacienda systems and the making of a future in which campesinos enjoy their own property
rights and freedoms. Hornos de Cal roots Mexican identity and culture in the strength and endurance of its
workers who faced underrepresentation in an old world and injustices in a changing one.
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EL TRAPICHE DE AZUCAR
(GRINDING SUGAR CANE)
Joy Zanghi ’21

S

ugar production played an important role in Mexico at the beginning of the twentieth century. Under the
Porfiriato, the period of General José de la Cruz Porfirio Díaz’s presidency, sugar haciendas owned by
the wealthy elite exercised monopolies over land and water resources. The harsh working conditions on the
sugar plantations and the concentration of land owned by the rich agrarian class helped spark the Mexican
Revolution, as it was inspired by peasant frustration towards the sugar plantations and the monopolistic nature
of haciendas.1 The significance of sugar production in the Mexican Revolution is central in this print by artist
Alberto Beltrán, who like other artists in the TGP, was sympathetic to the labor movement.
Alberto Beltrán’s print El Trapiche de Azucar (Grinding Sugar Cane) illustrates a busy scene of workers on
a sugar hacienda in central Mexico. Two men harvest the sugar cane, as the main figure feeds cane through
a mule-powered grinder. The technology used for sugar grinding dominates the image which highlights the
efficacy and geometry of the relatively uncomplicated apparatus. The machine seems to be made of wood, and
a mule is required to turn it in place of more recent mechanized technology. This contraption contrasts with the
complicated and industrial production line seen in another print in this portfolio, El Panel Henequén (Henequen
Plant), but both works emphasize machine-powered labor. With the placement of the large figure and the sugar
grinder at the center of the lithograph, human labor is seen as a complement to the machinery. Beltrán emphasizes this connectivity between the worker’s body and his equipment through the formal repetition of cylindrical
shapes in the composition. The tubes of sugar cane, the shadow of the umbrella, and the pegs used for grinding
echo the form of the rounded figures. The body of the mule, too, attached to the grinder by a long, rounded
post, is fundamental to the repetitive, circular movement involved in grinding cane. The laborers demonstrate
the manual skill necessary for grinding sugar while also illustrating a balance between machine, animal, and
environment.
The unjust land ownership of sugar haciendas during the Porfiriato became symbolic of the need for
land restoration to the peasant class. Beltrán and other artists in the TGP were aware of agrarian inequities
presented in the wake of the Mexican Revolution. During the early years of the TGP and under the presidency
of Lázaro Cárdenas in the 1930s, the Mexican state sought to increase the creation of ejidos, or state-owned
land in order to decrease the monopolistic power of the sugar haciendas.2 Despite the push for land redistribution that was initiated on sugar plantations, the ejido system faced many challenges. Sugar production was
hindered by structural changes and competing interests of various political factions, which essentially led to
land redistribution being seen as a failure.3 Beltrán’s print captured the difficulty of labor on a sugar plantation
in this larger context of land redistribution.
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LADRILLEROS (BRICKMAKERS)
Carolyn Hauk ’21

I

n the town of Santa Cruz on the outskirts of Mexico City, a ladrillero (brick maker) and his son stack freshly
fired adobe bricks to begin a long drying process in Pablo O’Higgins’s print Ladrilleros. Two other stacks piled
throughout the composition imply that these ladrilleros have long been at work. A large, monumental kiln and
presumably their adobe home occupy most of the background and suggest a long-held tradition of brickmaking
passed down through generations. As a family occupation, the brick-making industry was the foundation for
several of Mexico’s rural towns.
Though it has and continues to provide employment for Mexican families to this day, the process of brickmaking is long, arduous, and does not pay well. Starting with a sand and clay mixture, the bricks are cut, molded,
and left to dry for several days. They are then fired for a week in freestanding kilns fueled by coconut husks, and
dried in the sun for roughly a month afterwards. In the accompanying annotation of the album, “the primitive
methods” of brickmaking were vital to the growing construction of Mexico City. The process is grueling, but it
was essential to the construction and development of a modern capital. Whether this lithograph is a cultural
celebration of this industry’s tradition or a commentary on labor injustices is left to the interpretation of the
audience.
The thick, fluid lines in Ladrilleros are characteristic of Pablo O’Higgins lithographic style and recall the
influence of French lithographer Honoré Daumier. The anti-monarchist political cartoons produced by Daumier set
the precedent for O’Higgins’s politicized work for LEAR and the TGP. Born in Salt Lake City, Utah, O’Higgins received
training at the School of Fine Arts in San Diego, California. In 1924, he traveled to Mexico by invitation of renowned
muralist Diego Rivera, and quickly rose to prominence as one of the founders of both LEAR and the TGP. An
American artist with European training, O’Higgins represented international connections of Mexico’s famous artist
collectives in the aftermath of the Revolution.
As a member of Mexico’s Communist Party (Partido Comunista de México; PCM), O’Higgins focused primarily
on the campesinos (workers) in his prints. Unlike his co-founders of LEAR and TGP, O’Higgins’s work was not
always overtly political, choosing to depict scenes of farmers, carpenters, masons, and bricklayers. Between 1934
and 1940, prints by O’Higgins often portrayed Cardenista ideals defined in terms of agrarian reform, the rights of
workers, and the nationalizing oil industry set by President Lazaro Cárdenas. It was not until 1961 that O’Higgins
became a Mexican citizen, yet he dedicated his work to the Mexican laborers for nearly forty years. His career
reveals the complexities of identity and confronts the surging politics of post-revolutionary Mexico.1
O’Higgins’s participation in the TGP symbolically represents the connections between foreign nations and
Mexico as well as the United States’ growing influence on and attention to Mexico at the turn of the century.
Throughout the 1940s, O’Higgins continued to work for American labor organizations primarily located on the
West Coast. At the beginning of the decade, the Museum of Modern Art in New York included prints by O’Higgins,
the only American-born artist exhibited, in its watershed exhibition Twenty Centuries of Mexican Art. It was also
during the 1940s that American art markets, museums, and collectors began turning their attention on the work
of the TGP. O’Higgins and other members of the TGP were ardent members of the PCM and America was in the
midst of an anti-Communist flare. Despite such polarized political views, the legacy of José Guadalupe Posada
may have assuaged any anti-Communist sentiments, providing a favorable environment for the work of the TGP
to be displayed in the most prestigious American museums.
The question behind the interpretation of Ladrilleros concerns contemporaneous American ideals of Mexico.2
U.S. ideas of Mexico often romanticized peasantry, rural life, poverty, and superstition. Ladrilleros and the accompanying prints in Mexican People might have appealed to this Americanized vision of Mexico and furthermore,
provided seemingly neutral, apolitical works for the American markets. For O’Higgins and the TGP, however, the
lithographs were a continuation of the collective fight for the rights and entitlements of Mexico’s campesinos.
To the American audience, the bricklayers in O’Higgins’s print fit the image of quaint, Mexican peasantry. For
O’Higgins, the lithograph is an admiration of labor and tradition, as well as a commentary about the continued
injustices against indigenous workers. Perhaps, Ladrilleros and works alike served as an important link to foreign
attention and recognition and, moreover, functioned as a middle ground between two different ideas of Mexico.
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Lithographs in the portfolio Mexican People, published by Taller de Gráfica Popular, Mexico City and Associated American Artists,
New York, 1946
38 x 44.8 cm
Purchase made possible by the Michael J. Birkner ’72 and Robin Wagner Art and Photography Acquisition Fund. Gettysburg College Art
Collection, Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
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Indígenos de Tlahuac
(Peasants of Tlahuac)
Arturo García Bustos
(Mexican, 1926-2017)
© 2020 Artist Rights Society (ARS),
New York/ SOMAAP, Mexico City
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El Maíz (Grinding Maize)
Leopoldo Méndez
(Mexican, 1902-1969)
© 2020 Artist Rights Society (ARS),
New York / SOMAAP, Mexico City
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Los Obreros de Madera
(Lumber Workers)
Alfredo Zalce
(Mexican 1908-2003)
© 2020 Artist Rights Society (ARS),
New York / SOMAAP, Mexico City
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El Panel Henequén
(Henequen Plant)
Alfredo Zalce
(Mexican, 1908-2003)

El Mercado (The Market)
Pablo O’Higgins (Mexican,
born United States, 1904-1983)
© 2020 Artist Rights Society (ARS), New
York / SOMAAP, Mexico City

Alfarero (Pottery Maker)
Isidoro Ocampo
(Mexican, 1910-1983)
© Isidoro Ocampo
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© 2020 Artist Rights Society (ARS),
New York / SOMAAP, Mexico City
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Las Familias Huicholas (Ritual
of the Huichol Indian Tribe)
Ángel Bracho
(Mexican, 1911-2005)

Trabajando con Ixtle
(Working with Ixtle)
Fernando Castro Pacheco
(Mexican, 1918-2013)

El Trapiche de Azucar
(Grinding Sugar Cane)
Alberto Beltrán
(Mexican, 1923-2002)

© 2020 Artist Rights Society (ARS),
New York / SOMAAP, Mexico City

© Fernando Castro Pacheco

© 2020 Artist Rights Society (ARS),
New York / SOMAAP, Mexico City
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Hornos de Cal (Lime Kilns)
Raúl Valadez Anguiano
(Mexican, 1915-2006)
El Obrero de Mina de Plata
(Silver Mine Worker)
Francisco Mora
(Mexican, 1922-2002)
© 2020 Artist Rights Society (ARS),
New York / SOMAAP, Mexico City

© 2020 Artist Rights Society (ARS),
New York / SOMAAP, Mexico City

Ladrilleros (Brickmakers)
Pablo O’Higgins (Mexican,
born United States, 1904-1983)
© 2020 Artist Rights Society (ARS),
New York / SOMAAP, Mexico City
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